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ABSTRACT
The Herschel Spectral and Photometric REceiver (SPIRE) instrument consists of an imaging
photometric camera and an imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS), both operating
over a frequency range of ∼450–1550 GHz. In this paper, we briefly review the FTS design,
operation, and data reduction, and describe in detail the approach taken to relative calibration
(removal of instrument signatures) and absolute calibration against standard astronomical
sources. The calibration scheme assumes a spatially extended source and uses the Herschel
telescope as primary calibrator. Conversion from extended to point-source calibration is carried
out using observations of the planet Uranus. The model of the telescope emission is shown to
be accurate to within 6 per cent and repeatable to better than 0.06 per cent and, by comparison
with models of Mars and Neptune, the Uranus model is shown to be accurate to within 3 per
cent. Multiple observations of a number of point-like sources show that the repeatability of
the calibration is better than 1 per cent, if the effects of the satellite absolute pointing error
(APE) are corrected. The satellite APE leads to a decrement in the derived flux, which can be
up to ∼10 per cent (1 σ ) at the high-frequency end of the SPIRE range in the first part of the
mission, and ∼4 per cent after Herschel operational day 1011. The lower frequency range of
the SPIRE band is unaffected by this pointing error due to the larger beam size. Overall, for
well-pointed, point-like sources, the absolute flux calibration is better than 6 per cent, and for
extended sources where mapping is required it is better than 7 per cent.
Key words: instrumentation: spectrographs – space vehicles: instruments – techniques:
spectroscopic.
Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation
from NASA.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The Spectral and Photometric REceiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010)
is one of three focal plane instruments which operated on board the
ESA Herschel Space Observatory (Herschel; Pilbratt et al. 2010)
between 2009 May and 2013 April. It contains an imaging pho-
tometric camera and an imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(FTS), with both subinstruments using arrays of bolometric detec-
tors operating at ∼300 mK (Turner et al. 2001) and feedhorn focal
plane optics giving sparse spatial sampling over an extended field
of view (Dohlen et al. 2000). This paper details the calibration
scheme adopted for the SPIRE FTS, updating the early description
by Swinyard et al. (2010).
The FTS uses two bolometer arrays of 19 and 37 detectors to
provide spectral imaging over a nominal ∼2 arcmin field of view.
The design of the SPIRE FTS (Ade, Hamilton & Naylor 1999;
Dohlen et al. 2000; Swinyard et al. 2010) is shown in Fig. 1: the
incoming radiation from the telescope is divided into two beams by
a beamsplitter (BS1). These beams are retroreflected from back-to-
back roof top (RT) mirrors mounted on a linear translation stage (the
Spectrometer MEChanism, SMEC). The SMEC imparts an optical
path difference (OPD) between the two beams dependent on the
mirror position, and a second beam splitter (BS2) recombines the
light to form an interference pattern that is focused on to the detector
arrays. There are no significant spectral features within the band of
the beam splitters (Ade et al. 1999).
The response of the detector system to the source intensity is mea-
sured as a function of the SMEC position and is hereinafter referred
to as the ‘interferogram’. The interferogram is the Fourier transform
of the incident spectrum, as modified by the instrumental response
and other instrumental effects. The use of two beam splitters in a
Mach–Zehnder configuration (Mach 1892; Zehnder 1891), plus the
back-to-back RT arrangement, means that the imparted OPD is four
times larger than the physical movement of the mechanism, making
for a compact optical arrangement. The Mach–Zehnder configura-
tion also provides natural spatial separation of the two input and
two output ports always present in an FTS. In SPIRE the second
input port is terminated on a cold radiative source (SCAL) which
can be heated to provide a known radiation load on to the detec-
tors (Hargrave et al. 2006). The two output ports are chromatically
separated to allow the instrument to cover a broad frequency range
whilst maintaining close to optimal optical coupling to the detectors.
There are two optimized arrays, called Spectrometer Short Wave-
length (SSW, covering 959.3–1544 GHz) and Spectrometer Long
Figure 1. The optical layout of the SPIRE FTS.
Figure 2. Top: typical measured interferogram from the SPIRE FTS for
an astronomical source with strong 12CO lines. The main features of the
interferogram are highlighted. Bottom: final spectrum for this interferogram
showing the SSW and SLW bands and with transitions of 12CO labelled.
The inset shows a zoom around the 12CO J = 10–9 line.
Wavelength (SLW, covering 446.7–989.4 GHz).1 Fig. 2 shows a
typical interferogram for a source with strong spectral lines, and
the equivalent spectrum observed using the high-resolution mode
of the instrument. The spectral resolution, defined as the distance
from the peak to the first zero crossing of the instrumental line
shape, is constant in frequency at ∼1.184 GHz, equivalent to 230–
800 kms−1 (SPIRE Observer’s Manual 2014). Note that in general
(except for very bright sources), the fringing shown in the top plot
of Fig. 2 is successfully removed by the calibration scheme as it is
stable in both science and calibration observations.
The SCAL source was designed to increase the dynamic range
of the detectors by nulling the modulated signal component of the
interferogram. However, the total emission from the telescope and
stray light were actually lower than the values used in the initial
design of the SPIRE instrument, and the SCAL source was not
needed and was therefore not actively heated.
A schematic view of the SPIRE FTS detector arrays is shown in
Fig. 3, showing the relative positions of each detector as measured
at the beginning of the mission. The detectors are arranged in a
hexagonally close-packed pattern with the spacing between beam
centres set to ∼33 arcsec for SSW and ∼51 arcsec for SLW, roughly
equal to two beam widths. Vignetting and distortion within the
optical design of the instrument increases away from the centre of
each array, effectively limiting the nominal (unvignetted) field of
view to ∼2 arcmin. The nominal field of view is shown in Fig. 3
as a dashed red line. The circles shaded in blue represent SSW and
1 The band limits may be expanded slightly in future versions of the pipeline.
MNRAS 440, 3658–3674 (2014)
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Figure 3. A schematic view of the SPIRE FTS detector arrays showing
the measured position of each detector. The right-hand plot shows the two
arrays as they appear on sky, with 19 arcsec circles for SSW and 35 arcsec
for SLW. See main text for more details.
SLW detectors centred on the same sky positions and the gaps in the
SSW array show the location of two dead detectors (SSWD5 and
SSWF4). The plot on the right in Fig. 3 indicates the approximate
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the beam for each detector,
and the overlap of the arrays on the sky, with 19 arcsec circles for
SSW and 35 arcsec circles for SLW.
In this paper we describe the photometric, spectroscopic and spa-
tial calibration of the SPIRE FTS in its nominal mode (additional
calibration needed for its bright-source mode is described by Lu
et al. 2013). In Section 2, we describe the photometric calibration
starting from the engineering data output from the detector electron-
ics through to the derivation of calibrated spectra of astronomical
objects; in Section 3, we describe the derivation of the flux conver-
sion factors; in Section 4, we deal with the spectroscopic calibration
and in Section 5 with the spatial response calibration. In Section 6,
we summarize the accuracy and repeatability of the calibration, dis-
cuss caveats on the SPIRE data and consider aspects in which we
expect to see improvements as our knowledge of the data improves.
The calibration described has been implemented in the Herschel
Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE; Ott 2010) version 11 and
a companion paper, Fulton et al. (in preparation), will detail how
the procedures described here are put into practice in the SPIRE
FTS data pipeline. Note that all errors in this paper are quoted as
1σ limits.
2 FL U X C A L I B R AT I O N
There are two steps in the SPIRE FTS processing pipeline that de-
termine the absolute flux calibration: linearization of the bolometer
signal timeline, and absolute scaling of the spectrum into astronom-
ical units using standard sources. These steps are described in the
following sections.
2.1 Linearization of bolometer signals
The readout electronics for the SPIRE FTS bolometers are sum-
marized in Fig. 4. They consist of the cold junction field-effect
transistors (JFETs), located in the cryostat close to the detectors,
and the warm Detector Control Unit (DCU), located on the space-
craft Service Module. The cold and warm units are connected by
the ∼5 m long Herschel cryoharness. The DCU contains a separate
lock-in amplifier (LIA) for each bolometer, and a 16-bit Analogue
to Digital Converter (ADC). The dynamic range of the ADC output
is set inside the electronics by automatically subtracting a constant
DC offset level that is determined depending on the input power
level (Griffin et al. 2010). The offset level for each detector was
measured and reset once, at the beginning of each observation,
with the exception of mapping observations in bright-source mode,
where they were measured and reset more frequently within the ob-
servation to account for source contrast (SPIRE Observer’s Manual
2014).
The fundamental drive frequency for the bolometer AC bias is
derived from a square-wave generator. The bias is provided from
the warm electronics unit to the bolometer at the cold focal plane
unit via a ∼5 m harness that is run through the Herschel cryostat.
The signal from the bolometer is amplified at the cold focal plane
unit using a source-follower JFET amplifier to reduce the output
impedance, and therefore avoid phase and amplitude roll off down
the long connecting harness. However, the capacitance of the instru-
ment harness connecting the bolometer to the JFET, in conjunction
with the resistance to ground formed by the bolometer and its load
resistor, forms an RC circuit that does affect both the amplitude
and phase of the signal provided to the LIA in the warm electron-
ics. There is an additional fixed phase offset (i.e. not dependent on
the bolometer resistance) due to the impedance of the connecting
harness.
Figure 4. Diagram showing the elements of the bolometer signal processing chain.
MNRAS 440, 3658–3674 (2014)
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The AC signals from the bolometer are synchronously demod-
ulated using the square-wave generator. The phase between the
square wave and the input signal is adjusted to provide the maxi-
mum signal after demodulation. This operation was performed at
the start of the mission. However, as the power on the bolometer in-
creases, its resistance falls and the signal and demodulation square
wave move out of phase with each other by a small amount, reduc-
ing the effective gain in the circuit. A correction for this effect is
implemented using the following method.
The root mean square (rms) bolometer voltage is calculated from
the ADC output and the offset level in two stages. First, the total
gain of the DCU chain is applied. Next, the bolometer voltage,
resistance and current are calculated by applying the gain due to the
JFET and the cables. The cable gain accounts for the small change
in phase described above, and so depends on the total resistance,
which in turn depends on the final calculated bolometer resistance,
and so an iteration is necessary. The iteration is performed until the
fractional change in bolometer voltage is less than 10−4.
The DCU and JFET gains are contained in a calibration file
derived from ground-based measurements. The cable gain, Gcab, is
calculated from
Gcab =
√(
1
1 + ω2cr
)
, (1)
where
ωcr = 2πνbiasRtotCH, (2)
νbias is the frequency of the bolometer bias voltage, Rtot is the total
resistance and CH is the capacitance of the cables, which is ∼20 pF
for the FTS.
The iterative gain correction relies on a good adjustment of the
detector bias to be ‘in-phase’ with the square-wave generator at
the beginning of the mission. This overall phase was monitored at
intervals throughout the mission and found not to have varied signif-
icantly for the nominal mode of the FTS – i.e. the iteration described
above was sufficient without any recourse to regular resetting of the
overall phase. However, when very bright sources were observed
using the bright-source mode, the phase setting and changes in
phase between sources were important, and so an additional phase
gain factor must be calculated explicitly. The bright-source mode
calibration is described in detail by Lu et al. (2013).
The rms bolometer voltage only responds linearly to incoming
radiation within a limited range of power, and therefore a correction
for non-linearity is required. In a procedure similar to that adopted
for the SPIRE photometer (see Bendo et al. 2013), the linearization
is carried out by integrating over the inverse bolometer (non-linear)
response function, f (V), between a fixed reference voltage, V0, and
the measured voltage, Vm,
S =
∫ Vm
V0
f (V ) dV (V), (3)
where S is a measure of the optical load on the detector. For the
spectrometer, this equation is normalized to the value of f(V) at the
reference voltage to give a signal that is proportional to the optical
load on the detector. Although this quantity is a dimensionless
proportional quantity, we refer to it as the linearized voltage, V′,
V ′ = 1
f (V0)
∫ Vm
V0
f (V ) dV . (4)
Figure 5. The median voltage separation of the on and off cycles in individ-
ual PCAL flashes taken between ODs 209 and 1263 using detector SSWD4
as a function of the observed median off voltage, where (a) uses the observed
voltage separation (δV) while (b) the linearized counterpart (δV′). The red
curve in (a) shows the adopted bolometer model-based non-linearity curve
normalized using the reference voltage, V0. Note that the base voltage on
the x-axis is as measured – i.e. before linearization.
In the same way as for the photometer, the normalized value of
f(V) can be approximated using
f (V )
f (V0)
= K1 + K2
V − K3 , (5)
where K1, K2 and K3 are constants specific to each bolometer. For
the nominal mode of the FTS, a bolometer model (Mather 1982;
Sudiwala, Griffin & Woodcraft 2002), which is based on the bolome-
ter thermometry measured in laboratory, and heat conductance pa-
rameters measured in flight (Nguyen et al. 2004), is used to calculate
the three K parameters, and the linearized voltage is given by
V ′ = K1(Vm − V0) + K2 ln
(
Vm − K3
V0 − K3
)
. (6)
The accuracy of the model-based approach has been checked
by examining SPIRE photometer calibrator (PCAL; Pisano et al.
2005) flashes, where a repeatable small change in detector power is
provided by cycling the PCAL source on and off (on top of the astro-
nomical and telescope background level). These flashes are carried
out as part of every SPIRE observation. Fig. 5 shows a compilation
of all PCAL flashes between operational days (ODs)2 209 and 1263
for detector SSWD4. The linearized level separation of on and off
cycles (δV′) is consistent over a wide range of background levels
with an rms scatter of less than 1 per cent, with the other detectors
showing a similar scatter.
The majority of observations were made with a stable base tem-
perature for the detectors and the characterization of the bolome-
ter response described above works well. However, some observa-
tions made near the beginning of a SPIRE cooler cycle suffer from
rapidly changing detector temperatures. These unstable conditions
only have a significant effect on spectra of very faint sources (these
observations still fall within the PCAL scatter quoted above) and,
for certain detectors, can lead to a systematic loss of flux due to
an over subtraction of the telescope emission. The pipeline will be
expanded to correct this effect in a future version of HIPE.
2 Herschel ODs are defined from the start of the mission on 2009 May 14.
MNRAS 440, 3658–3674 (2014)
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The reference voltage does not affect the final spectral calibration,
which depends only on the relative modulation around the interfer-
ogram baseline at spatial frequencies inside the optical band. This
also means that any 1/f noise, or large-scale instrument drifts on a
time-scale much longer than one SMEC scan do not affect the final
calibration. The interferogram baseline level is subtracted using a
Fourier filter (Fulton et al., in preparation), removing any effect of
the reference voltage V0 which can be set to an arbitrary value. In
practice, V0 is set to the typical voltage measured on a dark area of
sky.
Further pipeline steps are applied to the linearized bolometer sig-
nal timelines to correct for glitches (e.g. due to cosmic ray impacts)
and clipped samples that hit the edge of the dynamic range of the
ADC (Fulton et al., in preparation), before combining the signal and
SMEC timelines to create the measured interferogram with signal
as a function of mirror position. Any asymmetry about zero path
difference (ZPD) is corrected using a phase correction algorithm
which will be described in Fulton et al. (in preparation).
2.2 Absolute scaling of the spectrum
The linearized, baseline-subtracted interferogram represents a com-
bination of optical power from the astronomical source, emission
from the telescope (at 87–90 K3) and emission from inside the in-
strument (at ∼4.5 K4). The interferogram signal at ZPD measures
half of the total power across all frequencies in the band, the other
half having been subtracted with the base level of the interferogram.
Absolute flux calibration to convert to astronomical units is carried
out on the spectrum obtained after applying a Fourier transform
to this interferogram. The units of the uncalibrated spectrum are
V GHz−1, which we refer to as voltage density.
For all non-mapping observations, the standard pipeline scheme
applies absolute flux calibration in two stages, to produce Level-1
and Level-2 products in the Herschel data structure. First, voltage
density is converted to intensity (surface brightness), Iext, which is
appropriate for sources uniformly extended in the beam, and pro-
vides the Level-1 product, in units of W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1. Secondly,
a point-source calibration is applied to convert Iext to flux density,
Fpoint, providing the Level-2 product, in units of Jy. The observer
is then able to select which of Level-1 or Level-2, if either, is most
appropriate given the characteristics of the source. Corrections for
partially extended sources that do not fit either assumption must
be applied separately to the standard pipeline, and are described in
Wu et al. (2013).
The spectrum, in units of linearized voltage density, can be ex-
pressed as
Vobs = FT(V ′(t)) = R∗(ν)Iext(ν) + Rtel(ν)Mtel(T , ν)
+Rinst(ν)Minst(T , ν) (V GHz−1), (7)
where Mtel and Minst are the modelled intensities of the telescope and
instrument, respectively. The spectral calibration factors required to
convert between voltage density and intensity are referred to as rela-
tive spectral response functions (RSRFs), although they also contain
the absolute conversion between V GHz−1 and W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1.
The RSRFs for the source, telescope and instrument are R∗, Rtel,
Rinst, respectively.
3 87 K corresponds to a blackbody with a peak at 5116 GHz.
4 4.5 K corresponds to a blackbody with a peak at 265 GHz
The telescope emission completely fills the SPIRE beam and
is assumed to be uniform across the beam. Therefore, in order to
calculate the astronomical source intensity, assuming that it is also
fully and uniformly extended across the beam, R∗ is set equal to
Rtel,
Iext = (Vobs − MinstRinst)
Rtel
− Mtel (W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1), (8)
where Vobs is the observed voltage density spectrum defined in
equation (7). The instrument and telescope RSRFs are different
because the instrument contribution is dominated by the SCAL
input port, whereas the telescope contribution enters only through
the sky port. The models of the instrument and telescope emission,
Minst and Mtel, and the derivation of the RSRFs are described in
detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The intensity spectrum, Iext, forms
the Level-1 data in the pipeline. For point sources, these Level-1
spectra are not particularly useful, but act as an intermediate step to
the Level-2 data.
In the second step of the pipeline, the Level-1 data, Iext, are con-
verted into flux density in units of Jy with a point-source calibration
based on observations of Uranus,
Fpoint = Iext Cpoint (Jy), (9)
where Cpoint is a frequency dependent point-source conversion fac-
tor, described in more detail in Section 3.3. The resulting flux-
density spectrum, Fpoint, forms the Level-2 data in the pipeline.
The calibration is calculated independently for two epochs during
the mission to account for a change in position of the internal Beam
Steering Mirror (BSM) by 1.7 arcsec, carried out on 2012 February
18 (Herschel OD 1011). This change in position was applied to move
the BSM closer to the optical axis and therefore reduce uncertainties
associated with Herschel pointing (see Section 6.9). The results
from the two epochs are consistent, and are therefore analysed
together in the remainder of the paper.
3 D E R I VAT I O N O F T H E F L U X C O N V E R S I O N
FAC TO R S
3.1 Instrument model and RSRF
The temperature of the instrument enclosure is maintained at ap-
proximately 4.5 K by the boil-off gas from the Herschel cryostat.
However, during each observation, the SMEC scans backwards and
forwards leading to local heating which causes additional power to
enter the beam via the second port of the FTS. This port terminates
on the SCAL calibration source which was not thermally controlled
during the mission, and therefore propagates temperature changes
directly into the beam. Fig. 6 shows the measured temperature of
the SCAL source compared to the SMEC position for a typical
observation, making it clear that the instrument emission must be
modelled separately for each SMEC scan. As described in Fulton
et al. (2014), the model is calculated assuming blackbody emis-
sion described by the Planck function using the average measured
temperature of the SCAL source during each scan. The emission
enters the beam via the second port of the FTS, and the overall
spectral response of this path is different to the path from the main
telescope port, both in absolute value and spectral shape. Therefore,
the instrument contribution must be subtracted from the linearized
voltage before applying the extended-source calibration.
The derivation of the instrument RSRF is based on observa-
tions of the nominated SPIRE dark sky field [RA 17h40m12s,
MNRAS 440, 3658–3674 (2014)
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Figure 6. The temperature of the SCAL source (the upper line in the plot)
and the SMEC mechanical position (the triangular wave pattern at the bottom
of the plot) during a typical high-resolution observation. The start and end
of each scan is indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
Dec. +69d00m00s (J2000)]. These calibration observations were
repeated on every FTS observing day. For any two spectral scans,
the instrument RSRF can be isolated by comparing the measured
voltage density (in V GHz−1) with the models of instrument and
telescope emission (in W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1). The variation in instru-
ment temperature between the two scans means that the difference
between them can be used to separate the instrument RSRF. This
derivation is described in detail by Fulton et al. (2014), and was
carried out separately for forward and reverse scans of the SMEC,
and for the two epochs defined by the BSM position. The final
instrument RSRF curves were determined from the mean over all
available dark sky spectral pair combinations in each set in order to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.
3.2 Telescope model and telescope RSRF
The Herschel telescope model (Mtel) adopted for the FTS is con-
structed based on the mirror emissivity determined before launch
by Fischer et al. (2004) and two blackbody emitters for the primary
(M1) and secondary (M2) mirrors as
Mtel = (1 − εM2)εM1EcorrB(TM1, ν) + εM2B(TM2, ν)
× (W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1), (10)
where TM1 and TM2 are the mirror temperatures, εM1 and εM2 are
the mirror emissivities, Ecorr is a time dependent adjustment to εM1
(Hopwood et al. 2013) and B(T, ν) is the Planck function.
The mirror emissivities are defined as a function of frequency
following the ‘dusty mirror’ sample that was fitted by Fischer et al.
(2004) as
εM1 = εM2 = 6.1366 × 10−5ν0.5 + 9.1063 × 10−7ν, (11)
where ν is the frequency in GHz. Three measurements were used
in the fit, all outside of the high-frequency end of the SPIRE band
(70, 118 and 184 µm), with a total uncertainty quoted on each
measurement of ±14 per cent. An additional point near the low-
frequency end of the SPIRE SLW band was also measured (at
496µm = 604 GHz) and although it was not used in the fit, it
is consistent with the fit for the dusty mirror sample. The fit is
well within the errors quoted for each individual point, implying
that the overall error on the fit is lower than the 14 per cent error
on individual data points. The dusty mirror results were chosen in
order to simulate the presumed conditions of the Herschel telescope
in space, but there will be further systematic uncertainty on the
emissivity due to deviations of the laboratory sample from the real
mirror.
TM1 and TM2 are calculated from temperature timelines produced
by thermistors positioned across the back of the Herschel mirrors
(see Hopwood et al. 2013). For any given observation, the ther-
mistors were read out every 512 s and the results averaged, both
in time and over the thermistors, to provide temperature inputs for
equation (10). Over the mission, there is a sinusoidal trend in the
mirror temperatures that cycles with a time period of roughly one
year. On shorter time-scales, the temperatures vary depending on
the schedule of pointings during each OD. There is also an overall
increase in the primary mirror temperature of ∼1 K over the course
of the mission, which indicates a secular evolution of the telescope
emissivity. This evolution could be due to a build-up of dust or other
time dependent factors during the mission.
In order to account for changes in the emissivity with time, a
correction factor, Ecorr, is included in equation (10) to adjust the
emissivity of the primary mirror. A bulk adjustment of the primary
mirror emissivity by ±∼1–2 per cent is sufficient to bring the tele-
scope model into agreement with the measured data (Hopwood et al.
2013).
Ecorr was derived by assuming that the telescope RSRF should
remain constant with time through the mission. Observations of the
dark sky field were measured on many ODs, and after subtraction
of the instrument emission, these should measure only the telescope
spectrum. Each instrument-subtracted spectrum was divided by its
corresponding telescope model, and the deviation of these individ-
ual ratios from the average ratio was used to determine Ecorr as a
function of time.
In principle, the final telescope RSRF could be derived from
the average of these ratios for individual observations of dark sky
but in practice, it was found to be better to calculate the telescope
RSRF from the difference between two scans. The differencing
method takes advantage of the changing instrument and telescope
temperatures in different observations to isolate the telescope RSRF
from the instrument RSRF, separate model effects and increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. Scan pairs covering all available dark sky
scans over the mission were used in the derivation, as described
by Fulton et al. (2014). The RSRF was calculated separately for
forward and reverse scans of the SMEC, and for the two epochs
defined by the BSM position. The total integration time included
in each high-resolution mode RSRF is 41.7 h before OD 1011 and
58.1 h after OD 1011.
However, the differencing method cannot completely separate
the telescope RSRF from telescope model, due to the uncertainty in
the emissivity described above and this propagates to a systematic
uncertainty in the final extended calibration – see Section 6.4.
3.3 Uranus model and point-source conversion factor
The planet Uranus is used as the primary standard for SPIRE FTS
point-source calibration. It has a well-understood submillimetre
spectrum, and is essentially point-like in the FTS beam (with an
angular diameter of 3.4 arcsec). In addition, it has a spectrum that is
virtually free of spectral features, making it a more suitable spectral
calibrator than Neptune, which is used as the primary standard for
the photometer (see Bendo et al. 2013).
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We adopt the Herschel ESA-4 model of the disc-averaged bright-
ness temperature of Uranus,5 derived by Orton et al. (2014) using a
collision-induced absorption spectrum of a well-mixed H2 and He
atmosphere. This absorption was combined with additional opacity,
modelled provisionally as a mixture of H2S in the deep atmosphere,
that rolls off towards low pressures (∼0.1 bar) to account for the
observed reduction in brightness temperature at lower frequencies
(Griffin & Orton 1993; Serabyn & Weisstein 1996). The basic spec-
trum was calibrated against Spitzer IRS data in the mid-infrared
(IR) range and against Herschel PACS photometric data in the far-
infrared range. The uncertainty of this model is discussed further in
Section 6.3.
The flux-density spectrum of Uranus for the date of each observa-
tion was then calculated using the effective solid angle of the planet.
In order to calculate this solid angle, an equatorial radius, req, of
25 559 km and an eccentricity, e, of 0.212 91 were used, where e is
defined by the equatorial and polar radii as
e =
[
r2eq − r2pol
r2eq
]1/2
. (12)
The apparent polar radius, rp–a, was calculated as
rp−a = req
[
1 − e2 cos2 (φ)]1/2 (km), (13)
where φ is the latitude of the sub-Herschel point. The observed
planetary disc was taken to have a geometric mean radius, rgm,
given by
rgm =
(
reqrp−a
)1/2 (km). (14)
For a Herschel-planet distance of DH, the observed angular radius,
θp, and solid angle, p, are thus
θp = rgm
DH
(rad) (15)
and
p = πθ2p (sr). (16)
The values of φ and DH at the time of the observation were deter-
mined from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) horizons
ephemeris system (Giorgini et al. 1996).6
In addition, a beam-correction factor, Kbeam, to account for the
size of Uranus in the beam was applied, assuming a disc for the
planet and a Gaussian main beam shape with FWHM values, θbeam,
from Section 5, as
Kbeam(θp, θbeam) = 1 − exp(−x
2)
x2
, (17)
with
x = 2
√
ln (2)
(
θp
θbeam
)
. (18)
The point-source conversion factor, Cpoint, is defined as the ratio
of the Uranus model, MUranus, to its observed spectrum, IUranus,
calibrated as an extended source using equation (8),
Cpoint = MUranus
IUranus
(
Jy
W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1
)
. (19)
The value of Cpoint, as a function of frequency, was calculated sep-
arately for high- and low-resolution observations, and for the two
5 The ESA-4 model for Uranus is available at ftp://ftp.sciops.esa.int/pub/hsc-
calibration/PlanetaryModels/ESA4/
6 The ephemeris can be accessed at http://ssd/jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons
epochs before and after the change in BSM position. For off-axis
detectors, observations were made with Uranus centred on each
detector. The details of the Uranus observations that were used for
the calibration are given in the Appendix (Table A1), including the
measured pointing offsets determined by Valtchanov et al. (2013).
These pointing offsets were accounted for using a Gaussian beam
profile, which is a good approximation for the SSW beam where
the effect of miss-pointing is most significant (see Section 5). In
order to minimize the effects of systematic additive noise described
in Section 6.5, a dark sky spectrum observed on the same day as the
Uranus observation was subtracted from IUranus where necessary.
4 FR E QU E N C Y C A L I B R AT I O N
The theoretical instrument line shape for any FTS is a cardinal sine
function (i.e. the sinc function), unless some form of apodization
has been applied (see Naylor & Tahic 2007). The actual measured
line shape for the centre detectors has been found to be close to
the classical sinc function (Naylor et al. 2010; Spencer, Naylor
& Swinyard 2010), which can be used to fit the observed lines
accurately – see Section 6.6. The inset in the bottom plot of Fig. 2
shows the shape of a typical measured spectral line.
The frequency calibration of the FTS is determined by precisely
matching the measured signal with the OPD. For an infinitely small
detector located on the optical axis, the frequency scale would be
uniquely defined by the metrology system that samples the changing
OPD of the moving mirror. However, the finite aperture of the
detectors, their offset from the optical axis and any vignetting of
the detector illumination changes the OPD (due to obliquity effects;
Spencer et al. 2010), and means that the fine calibration of the
frequency scale must be set by observations of known spectral
lines.
In the SPIRE FTS, an optical encoder is used to determine relative
changes in the position of the SMEC (Swinyard et al. 2003). This
effectively counts ‘steps’ in the SMEC position with a step size
of 1 µm. An interpolation algorithm (Fulton et al., in preparation)
is used to calculate the position of the mirror at the time of each
detector sample (the detectors are read out at 80 Hz). The time
constants of individual detectors and the electronics, and the phase
lag associated with the readout of each detector channel, are taken
into account to calculate the time of each sample. The approximate
position of ZPD is set based on ground test measurements and its
exact position determined during the phase correction process.
A scalefactor is also required to convert each step of the SMEC
into OPD. Due to the Mach–Zehnder configuration, this step factor
is approximately equal to 4, but its exact value can also be used (to
first order) to correct for the obliquity effects due to the offset of
each detector from the optical axis. The SMEC step factor values
were determined early in the mission from three observations of the
Orion Bar which were made on OD 302, with Herschel observa-
tion identification numbers (obsids) 1342192173, 1342192174 and
1342192175. A least-squares minimization routine was used to fit
a continuum background and determine the best-fitting line centres
for each 12CO line in the extended calibrated Level-1 spectra from
each observation. The intrinsic source velocity and the satellite ve-
locity along the line of sight were taken into account to calculate
the SMEC step factor, fSMEC, as
fSMEC = 4νcorr
νCO
, (20)
where νcorr is the measured line centre corrected for the satellite
velocity along the line of sight and the intrinsic velocity of the
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Figure 7. Histogram showing the offset of the line centre from the expected
source velocity for the routine calibrator sample.
Orion Bar (assumed to be 10 km s−1; e.g. Buckle et al. 2012), and
νCO is the rest frequency of the corresponding 12CO line. The re-
sults were averaged to obtain individual values for each detec-
tor, which are approximately 4 for the central detectors, SSWD4:
3.999 23±0.000 01; SLWC3: 3.999 13±0.000 02, and fall to ∼3.99
for the outer ring of detectors.
In principle, the different step factors would lead to a differ-
ent frequency bin size for different detectors, but in the pipeline
the interferograms are padded with zeros such that the final high-
resolution bin size is equal to a quarter of a resolution element
(0.299 GHz) for all detectors (Fulton et al., in preparation).
In order to test the frequency calibration, the 12CO lines were also
fitted in the set of observations of routine calibration line sources
(AFGL 2688, AFGL 4106, CRL 618 and NGC 7027), as described
in Section 6.7. The resulting distributions in the offset of the line
centre from the expected source velocity, ignoring the noisy (J =
4–3 and J = 5–4) and blended (J = 6–5 and J = 10–9) lines,
are shown in Fig. 7. The expected line positions are reproduced
with a systematic offset of <5 km s−1 and a spread of <7 km s−1,
equivalent to approximately 1/50–1/12 of the resolution element
(230–800 km s−1 across the band). The spread is consistent with
the limit with which the line centres can be determined due to the
signal-to-noise ratio of the data. The systematic offset probably re-
flects the uncertainty in determining the expected source velocity
that has been subtracted from the data, as these evolved stars all
have complex line shapes with broad or asymmetric profiles (e.g.
Herpin et al. 2002). The source velocities adopted for this analy-
sis were, AFGL 2688: −35.4 km s−1 (Herpin et al. 2002); AFGL
4106: −15.8 km s−1 (Josselin et al. 1998); CRL 618: −25.0 km s−1
(Teyssier et al. 2006); and NGC 7027: +25.0 km s−1 (Teyssier et al.
2006).
5 BEAM PRO F ILE
The FTS beam profile was measured directly as a function of fre-
quency by mapping a point-like source (Neptune) at medium spec-
tral resolution (Makiwa et al. 2013). The beam profile has a com-
plicated dependence on frequency due to the SPIRE FTS optics
and the multimoded nature of the feedhorn coupled detectors. The
feedhorns consist of conical antennas in front of a circular-section
waveguide, and the diameter of the waveguide determines the cut-
Figure 8. The FWHM (top) and solid angle (bottom) of the SPIRE FTS
beam profile as fitted by Makiwa et al. (2013). The grey dashed line in the
top plot shows the expected FWHM from diffraction theory.
on frequencies of the electromagnetic modes that are propagated
(Murphy & Padman 1991; Chattopadhyay et al. 2003).
Makiwa et al. (2013) fitted the measured Neptune data using
a superposition of Hermite–Gaussian functions. They found that
within the uncertainties of the measurement, only the zeroth order
function (i.e. a pure Gaussian) was required for the SSW band.
However, the SLW band required the first three basic functions (i.e.
is not Gaussian). These fitted functions are a convenient mathemat-
ical description of the beam, rather than directly representing the
electromagnetic modes propagating through the waveguides. The
beam is well fitted by radially symmetric functions.
The resulting FWHM and total solid angle of the fitted profiles
are shown in Fig. 8, which also includes the expected frequency
dependence for diffraction alone (calculated as the FWHM of an
Airy pattern with effective mirror diameter of 3.287 m). The beam
size matches the diffraction limit only at the low-frequency end
of each band, where the waveguide is single moded. As further
modes propagate, their superposition leads to beam sizes larger
than expected from diffraction theory.
The beam profile shapes are included with the calibration data
attached to each SPIRE FTS observation in the Herschel Science
Archive, and can be used to correct for the frequency dependent
source-beam coupling if a good model of the source spatial distri-
bution is available (Wu et al. 2013).
6 AC C U R AC Y A N D R E P E ATA B I L I T Y
6.1 Sensitivity achieved
There are three main sources of uncertainty associated with pro-
cessed FTS spectra – random noise, which can be reduced by in-
tegrating over a greater number of scans; broad systematic fea-
tures affecting the continuum shape (on a scale much wider than
the spectral resolution element); and small-scale systematic effects
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associated with the observed signal (fringing and ringing in the
instrumental line shape wings, which both increase with source
strength). For very bright point sources, pointing jitter also con-
tributes to the noise in the spectra.
We can deduce the expected random noise and uncertainty con-
tributions from the various parameters used in the conversion of
the observed voltage to intensity and flux density using equations
(8) and (9). If we assume that the transformation from the time do-
main interferogram to the frequency domain spectrum preserves the
stochastic and systematic uncertainties, and that the process adds
no extra uncertainty term, then we can write the estimated noise on
the extended calibrated spectrum as
δIext = Vobs
Rtel
√(
δVobs
Vobs
)2
+
(
δRtel
Rtel
)2
+Minst Rinst
Rtel
√(
δRinst
Rinst
)2
+
(
δRtel
Rtel
)2
. (21)
The first term takes account of the random error on the measured
signal divided by the telescope RSRF. The second term takes ac-
count of the instrument model and must be added linearly as it
has a systematic effect on Iext. Note that the contribution from the
instrument model is completely insignificant where the instrument
emission (at ∼4.5 K) becomes vanishingly small in the SSW band.
Equation (21) assumes that there is no contribution to δIext from
the instrument and telescope models themselves and the additional
systematic uncertainties due to these models are discussed further
in Section 6.5.
Conversion from the extended calibration to point-source flux
density, via equation (9), and the derivation of Cpoint in equation
(19), inserts a further uncertainty term to reflect the stochastic error
on the measurement of the Uranus spectrum,
δFpoint = Fpoint
√(
δIobs
Iobs
)2
+
(
δIUranus
IUranus
)2
. (22)
The additional systematic uncertainty on the Uranus model is dis-
cussed further in Section 6.3.
For any processed observation, the standard pipeline attaches
the standard error on the mean of the repeated scans in an ‘error’
column. However, these values represent only the random noise
component. In order to take account of all the terms from equations
(21) and (22), the noise was measured directly from the final spec-
trum as the standard deviation in 50 GHz frequency bins. Analysis
of observations of dark sky with more than 20 repetitions shows
that noise levels have remained consistent throughout the mission,
across the whole frequency band (see Fig. 9) and that noise lev-
els roughly integrate down as expected with increasing number of
scans, up to the longest dark sky observations taken (see Fig. 10).
The noise results from the dark sky, and a few sources that show
no significant spectra features (Uranus and Ceres) provide a realistic
estimate of the minimum detectable signal (i.e. the sensitivity) as
a function of frequency. When the data are processed using the
extended-source calibration, the spectrum is calculated in intensity
units (W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1), and as the beam size is smaller for SSW,
the noise levels are far higher in SSW, compared to SLW, as shown
in Fig. 11. The values are consistent for the unvignetted detectors,
but have a higher scatter for the outer detectors, which are vignetted.
The point-source sensitivity, calculated with respect to the in-
beam flux density, results in similar noise levels in the two bands,
with the levels rising towards the edges of the band. The yellow
line in Fig. 12 shows the point-source sensitivity in Jy as a function
Figure 9. Noise within the 1.2 GHz instrument resolution element width
estimated for Level-2 dark sky observations as a function of OD. The noise
has been rebinned in 200 GHz steps centred at the frequencies shown in the
legend. The noise shows no significant systematic trends for any frequency
over the course of the mission.
Figure 10. Average noise estimated for Level-2 dark sky observations as
a function of number of scans (n). The symbols (red squares: SLWC3 and
blue circles: SSWD4) are the noise estimates and the corresponding straight
lines are fitted functions of the form 1/
√
n, showing that the noise integrates
down as expected up to the longest dark sky observations taken.
of frequency for the centre detectors, and is discussed further in
Section 6.2.
6.2 Comparison with expected noise
In this section, we assess whether the measured noise is commen-
surate with what is expected by modelling the detector and photon
noise, following the method presented in Griffin (2007). The power
falling on to the detectors from the telescope, Qtel, can be esti-
mated using the transmission curves, generated before flight, from
measurements of the individual components in the optical chain as
Qtel = ηinst
∫ νu
νl
tband(ν)A(ν)Mtel(ν) dν (W), (23)
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Figure 11. Average sensitivity (taken across the entire band) for all detec-
tors for extended-source calibrated data. The point-source-calibrated sensi-
tivity for the centre detectors is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of frequency.
The sensitivity is consistent across the unvignetted detectors, with greater
scatter for the outer (vignetted) rings. Note the SLW sensitivity is approxi-
mately an order of magnitude better than for SSW (1 × 10−19 compared to
1 × 10−20).
Figure 12. The yellow solid line shows the overall measured sensitivity
based on the analysis of multiple dark sky observations and expressed as
the 1σ minimum detectable flux density (Jy) in a 1 h integration. The red
and blue lines represent the measured random noise on the spectrum of Eta
Carina and dark sky, respectively, both referenced to a 1 h integration. The
green dashed and solid lines are the expected sensitivity level for Eta Carina
and dark sky, respectively, derived from equation (26). The black line shows
the uncertainty associated with the instrument and telescope RSRFs.
where A is the area of the telescope, (ν) is the solid angle of the
beam for an individual detector (see Fig. 8), tband(ν) is the over-
all transmission curve for the band in question normalized to its
peak value and ηinst is the product of the overall coupling efficiency
and peak transmission between the instrument and the source. We
assume that for extended sources, the coupling efficiency is ac-
counted for in the calculation of A(ν) and so ηinst represents only
the peak transmission efficiency of the instrument. For point sources
(see below) this is not necessarily true and an additional factor is
required.
Qtel affects the overall noise equivalent power (NEP) in two ways:
by directly contributing photon noise (NEPphot), and by determin-
ing the bolometer operating point and thus affecting the inherent
detector NEP (NEPdet). NEPphot can be estimated as
NEPphot = (2Qtelhν)1/2 (W Hz1/2). (24)
Calculation of NEPdet is based on the bolometer model described
by Mather (1982) and Sudiwala et al. (2002), with bolometer param-
eters measured in the lab (Nguyen et al. 2004) and updated during
the mission. Taking the estimated model value of NEPdet and the
estimated NEPphot, we can calculate the minimum detectable flux
density, or noise equivalent flux density (NEFD),
NEFD(ν) =
102621/2
√
NEP2det + NEP2phot
ηpointηcossqAtband(ν)ν
(Jy Hz1/2), (25)
where ηpoint expresses any difference in coupling efficiency between
a point source and an extended source and ηcossq the loss in efficiency
due to the Fourier transform nature of the detection. Depending
on the definition of NEP, this can be taken to be either 0.5 or
1/
√
8 (Treffers 1977). Here, we define NEP as the equivalent power
that gives a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 in a 1 s integration time
and therefore include a factor of
√
2 in equation (25) (see also
equation 26), thus we adopt ηcossq = 0.5. ν is the width of the
spectral resolution element – assumed here to be 1.2 GHz (i.e. for
the high-resolution mode of the FTS). The sensitivity in a one hour
observation is then given as
Fpoint(ν) = NEFD(ν)/(21/236001/2) (Jy). (26)
In order to calculate the expected sensitivity, we used an ηinst
value of 0.45 for SLW and 0.35 for SSW, and an ηpoint value of 0.7
for SLW and 0.65 for SSW. These values are in line with expecta-
tions from pre-flight measurements. In equation (26), we include a
factor of
√
2 in the numerator to account for the definition of NEP
used, as mentioned above. Fig. 12 compares the measured random
noise (as given by the ‘error’ column) on one dark sky observation
(obsid 1342197456), and the bright star Eta Carina (obsid
1342228700) with the estimated expected sensitivity calculated
above. The uncertainty associated with the telescope and instru-
ment RSRFs (the second term in equation 21) is also plotted in
Fig. 12, showing that it is significantly lower than the measured and
expected noise.
These results show that the measured and expected sensitivity are
in good overall agreement. The differences in the detailed shape of
the curves are due to the actual transmission curves of the instrument
deviating from the product of the individual filter transmissions,
and some possible loss of point-source efficiency towards the low-
frequency end of the SLW detectors (see Chattopadhyay et al. 2003;
Wu et al. 2013).
The final measured sensitivity (the yellow curve plotted in
Fig. 12) represents a significant improvement with respect to pre-
vious versions of the data processing pipeline, in particular due to
improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio of the RSRFs which were
implemented for HIPE version 11 (see Fulton et al. 2014).
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6.3 Point-source calibration accuracy: systematic uncertainty
in the Uranus model
The absolute calibration of point-source spectra relies on the model
of Uranus used to derive the Cpoint parameter in equation (19).
This section describes tests of the model accuracy in the SPIRE
frequency range. Two other planetary sources commonly used for
calibration in the IR and submillimetre, Neptune and Mars, were
used for a relative comparison with Uranus.
Neptune was observed on a number of occasions during the
Herschel mission, including an observation made on 2010-06-09
(OD 392; obsid 1342198429) that has been shown to be well pointed
(Valtchanov et al. 2013). A similarly well-pointed observation of
Uranus, made on 2010-05-31 (OD 383; obsid 1342197472), was
used for the comparison.
The model of Neptune was calculated from the disc-averaged
brightness temperature spectrum based on the ESA-4 version of
the planetary atmosphere model first published by Moreno (1998).7
To test the relative accuracy of the models, the ratio of the point-
source-calibrated spectrum of Neptune to the spectrum of Uranus
was calculated. This ratio was divided by the ratio of their respective
models to give rtest, which is effectively independent of the Uranus
model used for the FTS calibration and gives a measure of the
absolute calibration accuracy of the two model spectra. rtest is shown
in Fig. 13, defined as
rtest = FNeptune/FUranus
MNeptune/MUranus
− 1. (27)
Two Uranus models were tested, as the modelled spectrum is
sensitive to the precise choice of the thermal profile. The ESA-4
model (as used in the pipeline; see Section 3.3) uses the thermal
profile that formed the initial basis of the analysis by Feuchtgruber
et al. (2013). As an alternative approach, the mid-infrared Spitzer
SL1 spectrum was recalibrated to account for the true angular size
of Uranus (Orton et al. 2014), and this updated model is termed
ESA-5. The new model changes the overall brightness temperature
in the SPIRE band by ±2 per cent. Discounting strong spectral
features, Fig. 13 shows that the Neptune/Uranus ratio lies within a
range of ±2 per cent no matter which model is used. This ratio is in
good agreement with the Neptune/Uranus comparison carried out
for the SPIRE photometer by Bendo et al. (2013).
Mars has a well-constrained model continuum due to (a) its
very thin atmosphere and (b) the large number of orbital satel-
lites that have measured its surface emissivity and temperature.
However, Mars is very bright and the SPIRE FTS could only
observe it in bright-source mode. A well-pointed observation of
Mars made on 2012-06-30 (OD 1144) between 21:46 and 22:13
(obsid 1342247563). The calibration of bright-source observations
is described in Lu et al. (2013).
A high spectral resolution model of Mars was constructed based
on the thermophysical model of Rudy et al. (1987), updated to
use the thermal inertia and albedo maps (0.◦125 resolution) derived
from the Mars Global Surveyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(5.1–150 µm) observations (Putzig & Mellon 2007). These new
maps were binned to 1◦ resolution. A dielectric constant of 2.25
was used for latitudes between 60◦ South and 60◦ North. As in the
original Rudy model, surface absorption was ignored in the polar
regions and a dielectric constant of 1.5 in the CO2 frost layer was
assumed. Disc-averaged brightness temperatures were computed
7 The ESA-4 model for Neptune is available at ftp://ftp.sciops.esa.
int/pub/hsc-calibration/PlanetaryModels/ESA4/.
Figure 13. The top plot shows the Neptune/Uranus data-to-model ratio
(from equation 27) using the two different Uranus models, ESA-4 (black)
and ESA-5 (green). The bottom plot shows the Mars/Neptune data-to-model
ratio in black and the Mars/Uranus data-to-model ratio in green. The dashed
horizontal lines represent an arbitrary ±3 per cent uncertainty limit centred
on 0 per cent for the top plot and +1 per cent for the bottom plot.
over the SPIRE frequency range and converted to flux densities for
the time of the SPIRE FTS observation.
The lower plot in Fig. 13 shows the equivalent value of rtest
calculated for Mars versus Uranus, and Mars versus Neptune. There
is a consistent variation between both outer planet spectral ratios
and the Martian spectral ratio, indicating that the bright-source
processing may leave some residual non-linearity. Lu et al. (2013)
found that the bright and nominal modes agree within ±2 per cent
and the observed offset is within this value. The accuracy of the Mars
model is discussed in Mellon et al. (2000), who quote a continuum
measurement error of 2.7 per cent and a range in the thermal model
of 1.4 per cent. They also include errors due to interpolation across
gaps in the coverage of their maps of the Martian surface, but these
should not be important for our comparison because we calculate
the integrated model over the entire visible hemisphere. Fig. 13
shows that both the Uranus and Neptune models are consistent with
the Martian model to better than 3 per cent.
The uncertainty in the Uranus spectral model is less due to mea-
surement errors from Spitzer than systematic ones. The Spitzer mea-
surement errors translate into an absolute temperature uncertainty
of only ±0.2 K and, in turn, propagate into a radiance uncertainty
of only ±0.4 per cent in the SPIRE bands. One source of system-
atic uncertainty is the assumed He versus H2 molar fractions in the
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models. For example, the ±0.033 uncertainty associated with this
ratio from the Voyager radio-occultation and infrared experiment
(Conrath et al. 1987) translates into a radiance uncertainty of the
order of ±0.5–1.0 per cent over the SPIRE spectral bands. Other
sources of systematic uncertainty remain to be evaluated.
Overall, the parameter-driven model radiance range is largely
encompassed by the variations between the ESA-4 and ESA-5 in-
carnations shown in Fig. 13, with a maximum excursion of ±2 per
cent. Bendo et al. (2013) quote a model range of ±4 per cent for the
Neptune ESA-4 model used for the photometer. Given the consis-
tency of the Neptune model to both the Uranus and Mars models,
shown here, we can state that both the SPIRE FTS and photometer
absolute point-source calibration accuracy can actually be quoted
as ±3 per cent. As this is a systematic uncertainty it should be com-
bined linearly with any randomly induced uncertainty arising from
uncorrected pointing errors, photon noise, etc.
6.4 Extended-source calibration accuracy
In principle the accuracy of the extended-source calibration could
be tested using a SPIRE FTS observation of a fully extended source
of known surface brightness. Unfortunately, astronomical sources
with flat spatial extent and well-measured surface brightness across
the SPIRE spectral range are not available. Therefore, the calibration
accuracy can only be checked using the telescope model described
in Section 3.2, and is limited by our knowledge of the absolute
emissivity of the telescope.
A different method of testing the extended-source calibration is
described in Wu et al. (2013), where the problem of semi-extended-
source calibration is extensively discussed. In that method, the spec-
trum of Uranus processed using the extended-source calibration is
divided by its model spectrum, giving a measure of the beam size
of the instrument on the sky divided by the ‘coupling efficiency’
between the beam and a point source. This is equivalent to the in-
verse of Cpoint as given in equation (19) (cancelling the units to give
a value in steradians) – i.e. a direct measure of the effective beam
size
eff = IUranus
MUranus
= beam
ηcoupling
(sr), (28)
where beam is the beam as measured using a point source (see
Section 5) and ηcoupling is the coupling efficiency to a point source,
i.e. a term needed to account for any diffraction losses and variation
in the coupling to the detectors between a source that fills the field
of view and a point source.
There are two distinct contributions to ηcoupling: the first is the
‘diffraction loss’ due to the coupling between the acceptance beam
of the instrument and the diffraction pattern of a point source from
the telescope. The second contribution is the effective absorption
efficiency of the electromagnetic modes within the detector – the so-
called feedhorn coupling efficiency. In Wu et al. (2013), a simple
model of diffraction losses for a point source and the feedhorn
coupling efficiency for SLW (as directly measured before launch
by Chattopadhyay et al. 2003) is presented in comparison with the
derived efficiency from equation (28), and found to be in good
agreement. The diffraction model combined with a linear fit to
the Chattopadhyay et al. (2003) values can be used to derive ′eff ,
the expected effective beam size when observing a fully extended
source. This is plotted in Fig. 14 together with eff from equation
(28) and beam.
There is no independent measurement of the feedhorn coupling
efficiency for SSW. However, there is excellent agreement observed
Figure 14. Effective beam size in steradians (eff) calculated from equation
(28) (upper black curve). Also shown are the measured beam size for a
point source (lower black line) and the beam size adjusted using a simple
diffraction model and an estimation of the coupling efficiency difference
between point and extended sources (′eff – green dashed line).
Figure 15. Spectrum of Cas A, an extended source, showing the agreement
between the SLW and SSW calibration. The apparent increase in noise in
the SSW portion of the spectrum is due to the smaller beam size compared
to SLW.
in the overlap between SSW and SLW in spectra of extended sources
(see Fig. 15) and this indicates that we can rely on the SLW estimate
of ′eff . The derived form of the SSW feedhorn coupling efficiency
required in order to make SSW consistent is approximately flat in
frequency, with a value of 0.65 (Wu et al. 2013). Fig. 14 shows
the resulting value of ′eff , which gives excellent agreement to the
measured effective beam size, eff.
The error on the measured SLW coupling efficiency quoted by
Chattopadhyay et al. (2003) is ±3 per cent. This error can be trans-
lated directly into the absolute calibration uncertainty assuming the
simple diffraction model is correct. When it is combined with the
uncertainty on the Uranus point-source model from Section 6.3,
the overall uncertainty on the absolute flux calibration for extended
sources is 6 per cent. However, when the source is not fully ex-
tended, or if there is structure inside the beam, the uncertainties are
dominated by the source-beam coupling (see Wu et al. 2013) and
are significantly greater than this.
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6.5 Systematic uncertainty in the instrument
and telescope models
The systematic uncertainties on the instrument and telescope model
terms combine as linear terms in the overall uncertainty estimation.
In general the stochastic terms represent the uncertainty within a
given spectral sample and between spectral samples, and will dom-
inate the noise when considering faint spectral features. However,
the model terms dominate the error in the overall continuum level
and spectral shape.
The telescope emission dominates the total signal of nearly all
FTS observations, as the associated flux density within the beam is
in the range ∼200–800 Jy. After subtracting the telescope model,
any residual that remains is extended in the beam and, therefore,
on application of the point-source calibration, it manifests as a
distortion of the overall spectral shape and a mismatch between the
two bands. This discrepancy is due to the change in beam e´tendue
(A) with frequency. Residual emission from the instrument only
makes a significant contribution to the associated uncertainty in
SLW, and dominates below 600 GHz.
The expected uncertainty on the measured continuum level, due to
this residual background, was assessed using the large-scale spectral
shape of dark sky observations. All of the long (>20 repetitions)
dark sky observations were point-source calibrated, but not aver-
aged, providing over 10 000 individual dark scans that cover the
whole mission. Each scan was smoothed with a wide (21 GHz)
Gaussian kernel, and the spread obtained from the standard devia-
tion across the entire set of smoothed scans. The top plot of Fig. 16
shows the resulting point-source-calibrated 1σ additive continuum
offset for the centre detectors as a function of frequency. This ad-
ditive offset is significantly less than 1 Jy, with average values of
0.40 Jy for SLWC3 and 0.29 Jy for SSWD4.
The bottom plot of Fig. 16 presents the offset in extended-source
calibrated units. To illustrate what the offset represents as a fraction
of the telescope emission, it is compared with 0.058 per cent of
an average telescope model (red dashed line), constructed as the
median of the models associated with the dark sky observations
used to calculate the continuum offset. This fraction represents the
estimated uncertainty on the telescope model across the frequency
bands. Below 600 GHz, a significant contribution to the continuum
offset from the residual instrument emission can be seen in Fig. 16.
6.6 Spectral lines
The accuracy with which integrated spectral line fluxes can be ex-
tracted is limited by both the overall calibration accuracy discussed
in previous sections and the knowledge of the instrumental line
shape used for fitting the line. If the instrument line shape was
known perfectly, the calibration accuracy would be the same as for
the continuum due to the nature of the FTS operation (both lines
and continuum are measured together in the interferogram – e.g.
see Fig. 2).
As described in Section 4, the instrumental line shape can be
fitted by a sinc function with a spectral resolution that varies in
velocity between 230 and 800 km s−1 across the band. This spectral
resolution means that most Galactic sources have unresolved lines,
and a sinc function fit is a good approximation. Extragalactic targets
with very broad lines may be better fitted with a convolution of a
Gaussian and sinc function (e.g. Rigopoulou et al. 2014).
In order to test the limits of the spectral line fitting, routine cali-
bration observations of NGC 7027 were used (see also Section 6.7).
The 12CO lines in this source were observed with a signal-to-noise
Figure 16. The 1σ additive continuum offset determined from the standard
deviation of measured dark sky spectra over the whole mission, in point-
source-calibrated units (top) and extended-source calibrated units (bottom).
The red dashed line shows that this can be understood as a 0.058 per
cent uncertainty on the telescope model, with additional contribution be-
low 600 GHz due to uncertainty on the instrument model.
ratio of greater than 300. The line widths measured across the dif-
ferent spectral lines in all of the observations match the expected
resolution, with a scatter consistent with the noise level of the data.
Fig. 17 shows an example fit to the 12CO lines in one of the
observations of NGC 7027, with the lines and continuum fitted
simultaneously and the line widths fixed to the instrument resolution
(using a line-fitting script that is available inside HIPE). The residual
shows that the sinc line shape does not exactly match the shape
of the 12CO lines in the data (at a level of a few per cent). This
mismatch is related to a systematic asymmetry in the first negative
high-frequency lobe of the instrument line shape8 (e.g. see Naylor
8 The use of an empirical, asymmetric instrument line shape is under inves-
tigation, and may be available in future versions of HIPE.
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Figure 17. Part of the fitted spectrum of NGC7027 showing the 12CO J =
10–9, 11–10 and 12–11 lines. Once the main lines have been fitted, weaker
features are visible in the residual, and several of these are marked (see
Wesson et al. 2010). Some residual is also visible around the 12CO lines
(grey bands).
et al. 2010), but could also be affected by any weaker spectral
features that may be blended with the main lines.
These systematic effects should be kept in mind when fitting
spectral lines with high signal-to-noise ratio, and the residual should
be investigated to determine the error on the fitted line flux. Once
the main lines have been fitted, it may be possible to identify weaker
features in the residual, although Fig. 17 shows that care must be
taken to avoid misidentifications at the positions of the main lines
themselves.
The standard FTS pipeline also produces spectra after an apodiza-
tion function has been applied to the interferogram (the adjusted
Norton-Beer 1.5 function; Naylor & Tahic 2007), and these prod-
ucts appear in the Herschel Science Archive labelled as ‘apodized’.
This apodization function smooths the instrumental line shape to
reduce the sinc wings, with a cost of degrading the spectral reso-
lution by a factor of 1.5. The instrumental line shape can then be
approximately fitted using a Gaussian (although the apodized line
shape is not strictly Gaussian). The results recovered from a Gaus-
sian fit of apodized data overestimate the line flux by up to 5 per
cent compared to the sinc fit of the unapodized data.
6.7 Repeatability
Over the Herschel mission, the accuracy and repeatability of the
SPIRE FTS calibration scheme was monitored with a programme
of routine calibration observations. This programme included reg-
ular observations of the primary calibrator Uranus, the SPIRE dark
sky region, secondary calibrators such as Neptune and the brighter
asteroids, and a number of line sources such as AFGL 2688 and
NGC 7027.
Figure 18. Data-to-model ratios for observations of Neptune and Uranus.
The median ratios are taken for pointing corrected data, excluding the noisy
ends, i.e. over 500–950 GHz for SLWC3 and 1100–1500 GHz for SSWD4.
Repeatability was assessed using line measurements of sources
with strong spectral features – AFGL 2688, AFGL 4106, CRL 618
and NGC 7027. These sources and their observations will be dis-
cussed in Hopwood et al. (in preparation). Excluding observations
with known pointing offsets, the line flux and line velocity were
measured for each set of observations, for each source, to assess the
FTS repeatability over the whole mission. Random pointing errors
(see Section 6.9) were not corrected and therefore, the repeatabil-
ity values include the effect of pointing uncertainty. For the centre
detectors the variation in measured line flux is found to be <6 per
cent (Hopwood et al., in preparation).
The repeatability of the calibration can also be assessed by com-
paring the observed spectra of Uranus and Neptune with the model
predictions. Fig. 18 shows data-to-model ratios for Uranus and
Neptune over the course of the mission. In this case, pointing ef-
fects can be taken into account (see Valtchanov et al. 2013), and
each ratio is the median of pointing corrected data to the respective
model. To avoid the noisy ends of each band the ratios were calcu-
lated over a truncated frequency range: 500–950 GHz for SLWC3
and 1100–1500 GHz for SSWD4. The Uranus ratios are scattered
around 1.0 and show an overall agreement of better than 1 per cent.
The repeatability of spectral mapping observations has been in-
vestigated using observations of the Orion Bar, and is described in
detail by Benielli et al. (2014). They found that in fully sampled
mapping mode, the deviation of repeated observations through the
mission was ∼7 per cent, although the uncertainty rises to ∼9 per
cent towards the edges of the ∼2 arcmin map.
6.8 Consistency with SPIRE photometer
An independent check of the FTS calibration can be made by com-
paring with the SPIRE photometer, as it is calibrated using Neptune.
In order to minimize uncertainty due to the different beam sizes of
the two instruments, the five most point-like FTS routine calibra-
tion sources, CRL 618, NGC 7027, CW Leo, R Dor and VYCMa
(discussed in Hopwood et al., in preparation) were used to carry out
a photometric comparison between the spectrometer and photome-
ter. For each source there are one or more publicly available maps,
which were obtained from the Herschel Science Archive, processed
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using the HIPE V10.3 photometer pipeline and equivalent calibration
files (SPIRE_CAL_10_1). The HIPE sourceExtractorTimeline task
was used to obtain flux densities from the Level-1 data for each PSW
(250 µm), PMW (350 µm) and PLW (500 µm) map. The resulting
photometry for each photometric band was averaged over the multi-
ple observations of each source, and the errors added in quadrature.
There are multiple FTS observations for each of the seven sources,
spanning the whole Herschel mission. The standard Level-2 spec-
trometer pipeline product was used to obtain the synthetic PSW,
PMW and PLW photometry by using the SPIRE photometer filters
for each observation. The ratio of spectrometer to average photome-
ter photometry was taken and the mean ratio and standard deviation
over the repeated FTS observations for each photometer band are:
PSW 1.02±0.06; PMW 0.96±0.07; and PLW 1.04±0.06.
6.9 Pointing uncertainties
There is an additional source of photometric uncertainty for point
sources, originating from the absolute pointing error (APE) associ-
ated with all Herschel observations. The APE varied between 1 and
2 arcsec through the mission at the 1σ 68 per cent confidence level,
with significant improvement down to 0.9 arcsec for observations
after OD 1011 (Sa´nchez-Portal et al. 2014). The magnitude of the
flux uncertainty, due to the APE, depends on frequency as it has a
much larger effect on the 16.5 arcsec beam at the high-frequency
end of SSW than the 37 arcsec beam at the low-frequency end of
SLW.
There is no systematic difference in the distribution of point-
ing offsets for calibration observations taken before and after the
1.7 arcsec change in the BSM offset (Valtchanov et al. 2013), be-
cause the APE and the BSM offset are similar in magnitude, and the
directions of both can be assumed to be arbitrary. Therefore, the 1σ
range in source position varies between the centre of the beam and
an offset of 3.7 arcsec, assuming an APE of 2 arcsec. This range
would introduce a drop of ∼10 per cent of the continuum level,
which we consider as the 1σ limit on the uncertainty introduced by
the pointing APE for observations before changing the BSM mirror
position. For observations after the change, the APE would intro-
duce a 1σ reduction in flux density of 4 per cent. Valtchanov et al.
(2013) measured the actual pointing offset for 29 observations of
Uranus on the centre detectors, and found that the worst case offset
was 4.2 arcsec.
There is another pointing uncertainty, the relative pointing error
(RPE), which is a measure of the stability of the telescope once
commanded to a given sky position. The RPE is estimated to be
better than the required pre-launch value of 0.3 arcsec (Sa´nchez-
Portal et al. 2014) and this has no noticeable effects on the flux
levels.
7 SU M M A RY
The overall absolute calibration uncertainty for the FTS nominal
mode is summarized in this section. We break the uncertainties into
three categories: point sources observed in the sparse mode, ex-
tended sources observed in the sparse mode, and extended sources
observed in mapping mode. The calibration described in this pa-
per has been implemented in the pipeline corresponding to HIPE
version 11.
To summarize for point sources observed on the centre detectors
(SSWD4 and SLWC3), the measured repeatability is 6 per cent, with
the following contributions: (i) absolute systematic uncertainty in
the models from comparison of Uranus and Neptune – determined
to be ±3 per cent; (ii) the statistical repeatability determined from
observations of Uranus and Neptune, with pointing corrected –
estimated at ±1 per cent (excluding the edges of the bands); (iii)
the uncertainties in the instrument and telescope model, which lead
to an additive continuum offset error of 0.4 Jy for SLW and 0.3 Jy
for SSW and (iv) the effect of the Herschel APE.
Note that the pointing uncertainty results in a reduction in flux
and is, therefore, a one-sided statistical uncertainty on the calibrated
spectrum. A large pointing offset also results in a significant distor-
tion of the SSW spectrum of a point source and a mismatch between
the SLW and SSW spectra (e.g. see Valtchanov et al. 2013). Pro-
viding one is convinced that the source in question has no spatial
extent, the SLW portion of the calibrated spectrum can be used to
correct any apparent gain difference between the SLW and SSW
spectra.
For sparse observations of significantly extended sources, the
absolute uncertainty in intensity for a reasonably bright, fully ex-
tended object, observed in the central detectors is 7 per cent,
with the following contributions: (i) the uncertainty in compar-
ing the calibration on Uranus (a point source) to the telescope
is estimated at 3 per cent; (ii) the uncertainty on the Uranus
model itself of 3 per cent; (iii) the systematic reproducibility
of the telescope model of 0.06 per cent; (iv) the statistical re-
peatability estimated at ±1 per cent and (v) an additive contin-
uum offset of 3.4 × 10−20 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1for SLW and 1.1 ×
10−19 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1for SSW.
In practice, truly extended sources tend to be faint and the un-
certainty is therefore dominated by the additive offsets. When the
source extent is larger than the main beam size, but not fully ex-
tended, or if there is structure inside the beam, then the uncertainties
are dominated by the source-beam coupling (see Wu et al. 2013)
and are significantly greater.
In mapping mode, the variations between detectors become im-
portant and the overall repeatability has been measured as ±7 per
cent (see Benielli et al. 2014 for a full discussion of mapping mode
observations). The off-axis detectors are less well calibrated, espe-
cially outside the unvignetted part of the field.
The level of absolute flux accuracy and repeatability obtained
with the SPIRE FTS compares favourably with the SPIRE pho-
tometer (Bendo et al. 2013).
The excellent level of calibration accuracy achieved is due to
the linear transform properties of the FTS, which guarantee simul-
taneous calibration of the entire spectrum. Thus, spectral features
covering a wide range in frequency can be analysed together. This
is not possible with monochromating devices where only a narrow
frequency range is observed, as that can lead to calibration uncer-
tainties caused by spectral features that are broader than, or outside
of, the observed band (for instance standing waves or broad spec-
tral features in the instrument response function). The penalty is in
instantaneous sensitivity, due to the increased photon noise in an
FTS. However, this noise is compensated for by the higher level of
calibration fidelity that can be achieved, as well as the more widely
appreciated advantage in observing speed for multiline spectral ob-
servations.
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A P P E N D I X A : D E TA I L S O F T H E U R A N U S
O B S E RVAT I O N S U S E D F O R PO I N T- S O U R C E
C A L I B R AT I O N
The observations of Uranus used for deriving the point-source cal-
ibration are detailed in Table A1. Different observations were used
for high- and low-resolution observations, the two epochs before
and after the BSM position was changed and different detectors.
Where necessary, the listed dark sky observation was subtracted
from the Uranus data to reduce systematic noise. The pointing off-
sets were derived for each observation by Valtchanov et al. (2013).
For the off-axis detectors, there is no separation into the two BSM
epochs because relevant observations were not made in both time
periods.
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Table A1. Details of the Uranus observations used for point-source calibration. See Valtchanov et al. (2013) for details on
the pointing offsets.
Detector Date Repetitions Uranus obsid Pointing offset (arcsec) Dark sky obsid
SLWC3, SSWD4a 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 22 HR 1342197472 0.6 ± 0.3 1342197456
SLWC3, SSWD4b 2012-05-30 (OD 1112) 22 HR 1342246285 1.8 ± 0.3 1342246266
SLWC3, SSWD4a 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 6 LR 1342237016 2.8 ± 0.4 1342237003
SLWC3, SSWD4b 2012-05-30 (OD 1112) 22 LR 1342246283 2.6 ± 0.3 1342246264
SLWB2, SSWE5 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197473 2.9 ± 0.5 1342197456
SLWD2, SSWE2 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197474 3.4 ± 0.5 1342197456
SLWC2, SSWF3 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197475 3.3 ± 0.5 1342197456
SLWB3, SSWC5 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197476 2.0 ± 0.7 1342197456
SLWD3, SSWC2 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197477 3.0 ± 0.6 1342197456
SLWC4, SSWB3 2010-06-01 (OD 383) 6 HR 1342197478 2.3 ± 0.6 1342197456
SSWE4 2011-06-19 (OD 767) 4 HR 1342222865 6.0 ± 0.4 1342222873
SSWE3 2011-06-19 (OD 767) 4 HR 1342222866 6.7 ± 0.4 1342222873
SSWD3 2011-06-19 (OD 767) 4 HR 1342222867 5.3 ± 0.4 1342222873
SSWC3 2011-06-19 (OD 767) 4 HR 1342222868 5.2 ± 0.4 1342222873
SSWC4 2011-06-19 (OD 767) 4 HR 1342222869 3.6 ± 0.5 1342222873
SSWB2 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 4 HR 1342237019 2.8 ± 0.6 1342237004
SSWB4 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 4 HR 1342237020 2.5 ± 0.5 1342237004
SSWD2 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 4 HR 1342237021 7.1 ± 0.4 1342237004
SSWD6 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 4 HR 1342237022 4.4 ± 0.5 1342237004
SSWF2 2012-01-10 (OD 972) 4 HR 1342237023 6.1 ± 0.4 1342237004
aBefore OD 1011
bAfter OD 1011.
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